Powerful Artificial Neural Network for Planar Chromatographic Image Evaluation, Shown for Denoising and Feature Extraction.
An artificial neural network (ANN) is presented as a new and superior technique for processing planar chromatography images. Though several algorithms are available for image processing in planar chromatography, the use of ANN has not been explored so far. It simulates how the human brain interprets images, and the intrinsic features of the image were captured on patches of pixels and successfully reconstructed afterward. The obtained high number of observations was a perfect basis for using ANN. As examples, three quite different data sets were processed with this new algorithm to demonstrate its versatility and benefits. Powerful features, which the ANN learned from the image data set, improved the quality of the analytical data. Thus, noise or inhomogeneous background of bioautograms was removed as demonstrated for salvia extracts, improving their bioquantifications. On colorful fluorescence chromatograms of further botanical extracts, the power and benefit of the feature extraction were demonstrated. Using ANN, videodensitometric results were improved. If compared to conventional digital processing, the resolution between two adjacent blue fluorescent bands increased from 0.95 to 1.18 or between two orange fluorescent bands from 0.77 to 1.57. The trueness of the new ANN was successfully verified by comparison with conventional densitometric results of the absorbance of separated tea extracts. The correlation coefficients of epigallocatechin gallate therein improved from 0.9889 with median filter to 0.9959 using this new ANN algorithm. The code was released open-source to the scientific community as a ready-to-use tool to exploit this potential, spread its usage, and boost improvements in planar chromatographic image evaluation.